
CONFIDENTIAL 

JiiTELLIGbUCG CHIEF 
VY 

SSE52E: To holp )i!H investigate public matters and Individuals which 

see, to impede human liberty so that sueh setters may be exposed and to 

(pe^Pl ret!Uired in CUi"i,V the P^» Scientology. 

help Kon -afe"'££!! ocientolopy Ores, Scientologists, and Scientology 

by effectively carrying out all intelligence activities which lead to the 

future prediction of areas of trouble and which lead to the resolution 

cf such areas before trouble occurs; to ruthlessly prosecute all traitors 

dancing Scientology Orgs, Scientologists and Scientology to the end 

product of successful legal actions; to detect and handle the Suppressive 

■ exterior to Scientology Orgs and Scientologists who uses his power and 

position or the power and position of authorities to attempt to stop the 

forward progress of Scientologists and Scientology. 

DUTIES: V . ' - • \ 

1. To direct the functions of the three branches of the Intelligence 

Bureau. 

2. To ensure effective investigation is done on persons or groups 

. assessed as future or present sources of trouble. 

3. To ensure data obtained iron investigations conducted is used to ' 

deter utterly the traitor or tho Suppressive fro, continue his 

destructive actionsa 

h. To ensure that the Intelligence CIC Board (Combat Information tenter) 

is maintained in present tine. 

5. To ensure all Intelligence cross-fili^ is done correctly so that 

proper appreciation (evaluation which'leads to tiY spotting of 

Trouble Sources) can be done. 

6. To ensure that all actions not pertair.ent to tho Intelligence bureau 

are kept off Intelligence-lines and routed to tho proper terminals 

in tho Or?. for handling. 

7. To ensure that Intelligence files ore divided into two basic functions, 

th° mM t0 60 Traitors (Org members or former 

Scientologists) and exterior Suppressives (members of cover,moots, 

troops, or individuals out in society who ore attnekirg or possibly 
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will attack Sciontolofcy 

• T ensure that cj-ipplng files nro kept under hoadings of interost to 

■odontology so that studios of same con predict future actions and so 

hat Intelligence investigations can be done to moot such situations' or 

rouble or the date can be used to the benefit of Scientology. Example, 

•cdical, psychology, psychiatry, etc. 

'* T° kee? the 0u3rdiar> and the Founder advised of such future situa- 

tions so that action can be directed along an possible fronts. 

>. To see that monthly reports with regard to SO Ho. 1 letters is sent to 

the Guardian. 

- T° 1:30 qUantity of ali“ «tions cr deadfiles cf an area cr Org to 

assist the Guardian and the Founder in taking action necessary to 

handle possible incompetence or trouble in such areas. 

ensure that Intelligence Officers are appointed in all Crgs. 

" T° 860 ttat 'n 8U0h ^'’Uigenco Officers report any emergency cr 

attack on Scientology inraediately to the Guardian's Office W, giving 

vho attacked, nature of attack, when attack occurred or vili occur, 

vherc attack took place and source of data concern^ the attack. 

. To ensure all Intelligence Officers give salaries cn all investi¬ 

gations being conducted and to see that such sureties report facts 

, rSCtS 0nly- 1,0 Generalities, evaluations, suppositions or con¬ 

clusions are vented. Only specifics and facts are vanted. 

To ensure that investigators submit proper reports and to ensure that 

proper investigation procedure is relieved covorl^ the tine track 

Of tho individual concerned to discover any outness of facts or niss- 

^ cross of tine'so as to locate hidden, undisclosed criminal actions 

To comunicato useful data to other Canadian Bureaus, psrticularly 

legal and public relations. 

To ensure that all Intelligence activities are productive and all ’ 

intollicenco porcennol are offoctive. 

To be over vigilnnt to ths constant possibility of attacks from 

covermontcl areas, in particular attacks from nodical, psychological' 

and psychiatric agencies.vithin governments, from tax ngoucioa within 

govormonts, and from governmental Imigration agoncloa. 


